**Abstract**

Recently lymphatic vessels in the central nervous system have revealed. The newly-found lymph system begins at subarachnoid space, however, the removal mechanism from the brain parenchyma is still unknown. Perivascular drainage (PVD) is the phenomenon that interstitial fluid and solutes in parenchyma are drained along vessel walls into subarachnoid space. PVD is one of the plausible clearance processes within cortex. Small molecules such as amyloid beta are cleared through this pathway while the contribution of PVD on Alzheimer disease (AD) is not well investigated. This is mainly because there is no standard way to quantify the PVD. Here we propose a novel method and two parameters, uniformity index and delta area above curve (ΔAAC), to quantify the PVD and investigate the role of PVD in AD.

We hypothesized that small molecules movement is mainly dependent both on PVD and diffusion. The PVD would give additional force to move them further toward the draining path. This force can be quantified by observing the amount of movement and path of small molecule. FITC-dextran (4kDa) was injected into cortices of young, aged, and AD mice. Centering the injection site, circle mask was divided into eight pieces, which were classified into artery or vein-dominant based on vessel distribution. We compare the intensity and decline rates of FITC signal at each piece of the mask. The discrepancy transforms into the uniformity index (UI) and ΔAAC

The UI was higher in cortex than simple diffusion. The ΔAAC was higher in the artery-dominant piece. FITC-dextran moves into artery pieces faster than vein pieces and the difference is assumed to reflect the amount of PVD. In aged and AD mice, the UIs are relatively steady and the ΔAAC is significantly decreased compared with normal mouse. These results indicate that PVD is impaired in AD.
